
Introducing 
Rubbermaid 
Design Pro 
Software

The Interactive Design System 

that Helps Your Business Come 

Alive.

DesignPro



Easy to Use

Learn to use DesignPro in 
just a few hours with only the 
basic computer experience 
required. If needed, we offer 
step-by-step tutorials to 
get you started with more 
advanced training support via 
live web or regional seminars. 

Even the most complicated 
designs can be rendered in 
less than ten minutes.

With a click of the mouse 
create impressive results:
Change and modify designs in 
seconds

Sell Upgrades Effortlessly

Because changes can be implemented in seconds, customers 
can take an active role in the design process - receiving multiple 
designs and cost options. These simple comparative options are 
a great way to sell upgrades.

Add doors and drawers

Show “good - better - 
best” scenarios

Design with Ventilated 
Wire, Melamine, and 
Rapid Shelf products.

Rubbermaid 
DesignPro software 
allows you to work 
easily and efficiently 
to create engaging, 
realistic and 
accurate designs. 
Most importantly, it’s 
tailored specifically 
to Rubbermaid 
Builder Customers. 
DesignPro is more 
than a software 
program - it’s your 
greatest sales tool.

Design in 2D

Easily design odd shaped closets



3 Dimensional Capabilities

The most exciting feature 
for customers is seeing 
their closets come to life. 
Now you can create 3 
dimensional renderings 
that will help your client be 
able to envision their closet 
before installation.

Lifelike designs

Customize floor textures and 
wall colors

“Walk” through and interact 
with the closet

Open doors and drawers

View designs at any angle

3D to Reality



Functional for Your Bottom-Line
Rubbermaid DesignPro is developed 
specifically for Rubbermaid Builder 
Customers.

Our software offers:

Assurance that every job you spec will 
be correct

• Accurate parts list, pricing and cost

• Tailored to Rubbermaid’s product 
offering

• Ability to email 2D, 3D and interactive 
designs

• Option to save customer details

• Online software installation and 
updates

Credibility Closes the Sale
The strength of the Rubbermaid brand, 
along with the capabilities of DesignPro 
software, allows you to provide your 
customers with even more design and 
price credibility.

• Customers aren’t getting 2nd quotes

• No negotiation on pricing

• Take away customer confusion

• Turn design into reality with the 
assurance that your customer will get 
the closet they envisioned

How to Purchase Rubbermaid 
DesignPro Software
Contact customer service at 

877-533-1197.
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